Spatial genomics technologies enable new approaches to study how cells interact and function in intact multicellular environments but present a host of technical and computational challenges. Here we describe Splotch, a novel computational framework for the analysis of spatially resolved transcriptomics data. Splotch aligns transcriptomics data from multiple tissue sections and timepoints to generate improved posterior estimates of gene expression. We demonstrate alignment of a large corpus of single-cell RNA-seq data into an automatically generated spatial-temporal coordinate and study optimal design for spatial transcriptomics experiments.
strengths of the data types.
Here, we have described computational methods matched to ST technology for interrogating spatiotemporal dynamics of diseases, cell-cell communication, and regulatory dynamics in complex tissues. We have demonstrated the use of Splotch in the context of central nervous system and its dysfunction in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Moreover, we analyzed a mouse main olfactory bulb data 11, 21 to test detection of spatial gene expression differences, interrogation of spatial transcriptional programs, and localization of scRNA-seq data (Supplementary Figs. 8-9 ). One potential drawback of our method's core model is that it could produce overly smooth spatial gene expression maps for lowly expressed genes due to its assumption of spatial autocorrelation. However, our experimental validations show that we are able to detect biologically relevant spatial expression changes even for lowly expressed genes as a result of the integrative and spatiotemporal approach relying on tissue contexts. Increased spatial resolution transcriptome wide measurements would allow us to model smaller tissue contexts while preserving sufficient statistical power. Identification of coordinated spatiotemporal gene expression patterns provides a unique to view the interplay of cell types involved in disease in intact tissue. Localization of scRNA-seq using ST data is particularly useful when studying less characterized tissues lacking information on marker genes. Undoubtedly, we lose some localization accuracy due to the multi-cell nature of ST, and our localization results reflect consensus (as the localization maps are estimated from a large number of tissue section across mice in the datasets analyzed here). In conclusion, we believe the work described here is a valuable component in future attempts to study the functioning and development of complex tissues using multiple possible experimental designs that include spatial transcriptomics. (second row) visualized using the estimates obtained using the spatially uninformed approach (first column) and the integrative spatiotemporal approach (second column) in SOD1-WT lumbar spinal cords at P70 (scale bar is 800 μm). MBP (N = 6 animals) and LCP1 (N = 6 animals) immunofluorescence in SOD1-WT lumbar spinal cords at P70 (third column). In situ hybridization images of Mbp and Lcp1 (fourth column) (Image credit: Allen Institute). The number of ST spots is listed. 
Figure legends

Methods
Analysis of ST data
We index genes (,), tissue sections (-), and spots (.) as follows , = 1,2, … , 4 genes , -= Fig. 1b) . The hierarchical modeling of the rate parameters of the ZIP regression model enables us to model overdispersion in the observed counts. We use the exponential link function, i.e. expF* @,>,A G = H >,A I % @,J KL (>) + ) @,>,A + M @,>,A , where H >,A contains one-hot encoded spot annotation information and the function N OP (-) maps the tissue indexto its origin in terms of genotype, timepoint, sex, and mouse ( Supplementary Fig. 1a ). Our core statistical model for analyzing ST data was used previously in the context of ST interrogation of ALS 2 . Next, we will describe the model in detail and illustrate model set up in the context of our mouse spinal column data.
The linear model (random variables % @,• ∈ ℝ PP ) is formulated on 11 tissue contexts and it encodes the hierarchical experimental design (Supplementary Fig. 1c ). ST spots were annotated based on their location on the tissue using 11 tissue contexts: ventral medial white, ventral lateral white, medial lateral white, dorsal medial white, ventral horn, medial grey, dorsal horn, central canal, ventral edge, lateral edge, and dorsal edge. We explicitly model three different levels of the hierarchical experimental design: 1) % @,S,T (genotype U and timepoint V), 2) % @,S,T,W (genotype U, timepoint V, and sex X), and 3) % @,S,T,W,Y (genotype U, timepoint V, sex X, and mouse Z) ( Supplementary Fig. 1a ). Mouse-level parameters % @,S,T,W,Y are used to model individual tissue sections from mice. We infer standard deviations at sex ([ @ sex ) and mouse ([ @ mouse ) levels. We assume that some of the variation in data is explained by the tissue context of the ST spots; in other words, the linear model captures spatial autocorrelation in terms of tissue contexts. As a result, the linear model and the use of tissue contexts allows us to share information across tissue sections and mice. With this framework for integrating multiple slices/experiments in place, we can study the posterior distributions of the latent parameters % at different levels of the hierarchical experimental design, and quantitate expression changes across time, conditions, and tissue contexts. To analyze the mouse main olfactory bulb data set, we annotated the ST spots based on their location on the tissue using five tissue contexts: olfactory nerve layer, glomerular layer, outer plexiform layer, mitral cell layer, and granular cell layer; additionally, we consider two hierarchical levels: genotype and mouse.
Additional spatial autocorrelation at the level of individual tissue section (random variables
) is modeled using the conditional autoregressive (CAR) prior which defines a Markov random field over the ST spots on each ST array
where `@ is a spatial autocorrelation parameter, a @ is a conditional precision parameter, f @ is a diagonal matrix (containing the numbers of neighboring ST spots for each ST spot), and b > is the adjacency matrix (zero diagonal),
We assume that each ST spot is dependent of ST spots in its local neighborhood defined by the 4-"connectivity" (Supplementary Fig. 1b) . We infer the level of spatial autocorrelation (`@) and conditional precision (a @ ) parameters ( Supplementary Fig. 1c ). Collectively, the random variables % @,J KL (>) and ) @,> capture spatial autocorrelation on two different scales (tissue context and local neighborhood scale respectively).
The third model component (random variables D @,>,A ) captures variation at individual ST spots. We assume that spot-level variations are independent and identically distributed ( Supplementary Fig. 1c ), and we infer their standard deviations ([ @ ).
We consider the common formulation of the hierarchical zero-inflated Poisson model for
? @,>,A |j @ , * @,>,A ~ r ? @,>,A = 0, ,t j @ = 1 ? @,>,A ~ Poisson(* @,>,A ), ,t j @ = 0.
Then, we marginalize the binary variable j @ (mixture component indicator of Poisson and "zero"), and obtain the ZIP likelihood (? @,>,A |* @,>,A , j Gexp (−* @,>,A ), ,t ? @,>,A = 0
We infer the parameters j @ k .
To adjust for varying sequencing depths across ST spots, we use non-random exposure variables (size factors). That is, for each spot . on tissue section -, we calculate size factor as X >,A = 4 >,A /2208, where 4 >,A is the number of UMI counts from the spot . on the tissue section -(the value 2,208 represents the median sequencing depth for mouse spinal dataset, the same value was used for olfactory bulb to enable direct comparison of * values). Then, for each spot, we adjust/find its rate parameters * @,>,A with the size factor X >,A as * @,>,A X >,A to consider differential sequencing depth. Therefore, our counts ? @,>,A are distributed as follows
The prior definitions of % @,S,T , [ @ sex , [ @ mouse , [ @ , a @ , `@, and j @ k are given in Supplementary   Fig. 1c . We implemented the model in Stan 22 and did full Bayesian inference using the adaptive HMC sampler with the default parameters. We sampled four independent chains (each with 500 warm-up and 500 sampling iterations) and monitored the convergence using the R-hat statistic.
It is desirable to have spatially resolved gene expression measurements registered in a common coordinate system to allow comparisons and visualization of spatial gene expression across samples. If the tissue of interest has highly stereotypical architecture, then a common coordinate system can be obtained through registration of histological images using, e.g., computer vision. Whereas, in the cases where the spatial tissue composition varies across samples (e.g. tumor samples) it is less clear how the common coordinate system should be chosen. Here the registration of the spinal cord tissue sections was done by using ventral horn and dorsal horn spots on each tissue section as described previously 2 . Briefly, we first estimated optimal rotations by simultaneously aligning left and right ventral and dorsal horn spots. Second, rotated tissue sections were translated using the centers of mass of ventral and dorsal horn spots.
We found that this approach was more robust than the direct registration of the images of the hematoxylin and eosin stained tissues as they showed more variability due to tissue handling and processing. To register the mouse main olfactory bulb tissue sections, we first estimated optimal rotations by aligning left and right granular cell layer spots, then the rotated tissue sections were translated using the centers of mass of granual cell layer spots.
Detection of differential expression between conditions and regions was done by
quantitating element-wise differences in the estimated posterior distributions of the random variables % @,• using the Savage-Dickey density ratio as described previously 2 .
Spatially-unaware analysis of ST data
First, the UMI count of each gene per ST spot ? @,>,A is divided by the total number of UMIs at that spot 4 >,A , and then multiplied by the median total number of UMIs across ST spots (2, 208 for mouse spinal dataset). This procedure corresponds to the exposure procedure through size factors as described above and makes the estimates of the two approaches comparable. The latest version trendsceek (v.1.0.0) was used. First, we discarded lowly expressed genes (counts = genefilter_exprmat(counts, 1, 3)) because trendsceek fails to analyze them.
Comparison of Splotch with SpatialDE and trendsceek
Second, we added small uniform jitter (U(-0.3,0.3)) to the spot coordinates to ensure that the summary statistics calculation will not fail. Third, the counts are normalized (counts_norm = deseq_norm(counts, 1)) and the marks are set (set_marks(pos2pp(coordinates), counts_norm, log.fcn = log10)). Finally, trendsceek is used to the analyze the data (trendstat_list = trendsceek_test(pp, 1000, 1)) and the obtained p-values are used in the comparisons presented.
The same procedure is done for every tissue section separately and results are pooled.
Spatiotemporal and disease-dependent co-expression analysis
After running the integrative model described above (and illustrated in Fig. 1a 4 genes = 13,340, for mouse main olfactory bulb data set). Then, we calculate the matrix Ρ ∈ [−1,1] ] genes ×] genes that contains Pearson correlation coefficients for each pair of genes using the matrix Λ. To find groups of genes that have similar spatiotemporal dynamics, we used hierarchical cluster analysis (L1 norm and average linkage) on Ρ and set the distance threshold so that the main diagonal blocks would be separated, resulting in 31 and 27 co-expression modules on mouse spinal cord 2 and olfactory bulb data sets, respectively.
To calculate consensus spatiotemporal expression map of the ç th co-expression module, we first take a submatrix of Λ containing the columns that correspond to the genes of the ç th co-expression module, second, we standardize the columns of the submatrix to transform genes' expression values to similar scale, and third, we calculate the averages over the rows to summarize co-expression module's expression at each spot. Given that each spot is associated with genotype, timepoint, and coordinates in the common coordinate system, we can visualize the calculated consensus spatiotemporal map of each co-expression module 2 .
The initial analysis of the identified co-expression modules on mouse spinal cord data suggested that each of them was composed by multiple cell types, leading to a need of deconvoluting the cell types contributions. To identify the cell-type components in the coexpression modules, we utilized published cell-type level expression data as described previously 2 . Briefly, we detected distinct expression patterns of the genes of each co-expression module based on cell-type level bulk or single-cell RNA sequencing data using hierarchical clustering, leading to submodules. Then, we detected which of the identified submodules are showing cell-type specific expression, i.e., are the genes of the given submodule specifically expressed in astrocytes.
In situ hybridization images
The in situ hybridization images of Mbp, Lcp1, Snap25, and Ngb included in Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 2 Samples from the prior predictive distributions (Supplementary Fig. 4f ) were generated similarly with one important exception: the used parameters values were sampled from the prior instead of from the posterior.
Subsampling of data and its effect on estimation
We chose to use the ST data of SOD1-G93A mice at P70 as the data set was composed of altogether 95 tissue sections (8, 5, 7, 21, 14, 12, 4 , and 24 tissue section per mouse) collected from eight mice (four males and four females). To subsample the data, we randomly selected the given number of mice and then for each of the selected mice we randomly selected the given number of tissue section per mouse (if the selected mouse had less than the given number of tissue sections, then we took all the tissue sections of that mouse). Then, we analyzed each of the subsampled data set (the twelve combinations of 1, 2, 4, and 8 mice with 2, 4, and 8 tissue sections per mouse) and the full data set (95 tissue sections and eight mouse) separately.
To compare the estimated posterior distributions of % @,SOD1-G93A,P70 at the gene and tissue context levels, we first calculated the posterior means and their standard deviations, which were used to obtain normal distribution approximations of the posterior distributions. Third, we used the Kullback-Leibler divergence to quantitate the differences between the normal distributions. In more detail, we quantitate how much information we lose by using subsampled data sets (with respect to the full data set).
We studied the effect of number of mice and number of tissues section per mouse on the spatial gene expression estimation (Supplementary Fig. 5) . Even with single mouse and two tissue sections, we already capture meaningful signal, but the estimation accuracy improves significantly with four mice (Supplementary Fig. 5a ). Increase in the number of mice improves the estimation independent of the expression level, whereas, increasing the number of tissue sections per mouse improves the estimation of lowly expressed genes (from four to eight per mouse) (Supplementary Fig. 5b) . These numbers clearly depend on the sequencing depth and the biological system of interest, for instance, in the case of human samples the number of individuals has to be increased due to the intrinsic biological variation.
Localizing scRNA-seq data
We obtained the count (filter_scseq_data(filter_cell_min=1000, filter_cell_max=100000, filter_gene_nonzero=None, and filter_gene_mols=None) and run_magic(n_pca_components=20, random_pca=True, t=None, compute_t_make_plots=True, t_max=12, compute_t_n_genes=500, k=30, ka=10, epsilon=1, rescale_percent=99)). We consider the SOD1-WT lumbar spinal cord (P70) ST data as it is the closest match to experimental conditions of the snRNA-seq data (8-12 weeks) . That is, we construct a matrix using rate parameters * @,>,A (corresponding to SOD1-WT at P70 and Ngb (on x-axis) from the spatial variability test as implemented in SpatialDE are visualized. Each spot represents a tissue section (N=61). Few of these genes show significant differential or spatial differential expression with either tool. These genes were validated by us (with microscopy or via prior work) and are robustly detected with the correct spatial pattern by Splotch. 
